SELF-CONTAINED - NO CABLES

ACCURACY +/- 0.1% OF APPLIED LOAD

30,000 lbs. CAPACITY

EASY READING DISPLAY

For more information call us at 800-551-6038
The LPA400 is your sure bet in low-profile, reliable portable aircraft weighing systems!

LOW PROFILE
Just over an inches high, no ramps are needed.

LIGHTWEIGHT
The LPA400 is easy to move from one aircraft and one location to another. Each platform weighs only 30 pounds so you can carry them in a car trunk.

LARGE CAPACITY
The platforms have a capacity of up to 45,000 pounds each.

ACCURACY
These GEC weighing systems are remarkable accurate - up to ±0.1% of the applied load (or 5 pounds) with repeatability.

INSTRUMENT
An extremely accurate and stable indicator that can interface with a laptop computer.

NO RAMPS
At just a little over 1 inch high, the LPA400 does not require ramps and bridges and sets up very quickly in almost any location.

GEC: Bringing Innovation To World Aviation
The LPA400 is your sure bet in reliable portable aircraft weighing systems! For nearly 54 years, GEC has supplied the industry with dependable weight and balance equipment worldwide. Moreover, GEC continues to improve equipment so that it is more efficient and less costly.